ACCELERATE AND DE-RISK SAP INNOVATION

The Fastest and Safest Way to an Error-Free SAP Go-Live!

Whether you are running ECC6 or S/4HANA, your landscape is continuously evolving. Upgrades and process innovations are a given.

But these initiatives introduce significant technical and functional risk into your operations. Panaya’s SaaS-based Change Intelligence Platform enables you to proactively see and address this risk, so you can innovate with confidence.
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SAP & Panaya Join Forces to Drive SAP S/4HANA Adoption.
Panaya is with you every step of the way, whether you are staying on ECC6 for the long term, planning a single or multi-phase S/4HANA conversion, or are upgrading your live S/4HANA instance.

In just 48 hours Panaya provides an auto-generated project plan based on your custom code and usage, with ready-to-deploy auto-code corrections, optimized project scope, and a complete unit test plan.

**BENEFITS**

- **Gain Visibility and control over every aspect of your project**
  Control your progress with real-time insights into each step of your initiative.

- **Get it right the first time, avoiding costly go-live errors**
  Proactively validate that your code and business processes will work as-is.

- **Eliminate change risk**
  Foresee exactly what will break, what to fix, and what to test, with comprehensive, patented, AI analyses.

- **Cut project timelines and budget by 50%+**
  Reduce code remediation and testing scope based on priority and usage.
A Complete Project Plan

Know all your project activities before you even start, including code corrections and testing efforts, all delivered in under 48 hours. And save hundreds of project hours by leveraging Panaya’s task optimization capabilities.

Use Panaya for:
- ECC6 EHP\SPS Upgrades
- ECC6 HR\SCM Upgrades
- Business Suite on HANA
- Back to Standard Analyses
- S/4HANA Project Assessments
- S/4HANA Conversions
- S/4HANA Version\FPS\SPSUpgrades
- Transport Risk Analyses for code & configuration changes

Panaya Change Intelligence for SAP ECC and S/4HANA

See your technical risk upfront with in-depth analyses of custom and standard components, covering dozens of correction categories and correction types, many unique to Panaya’s AI capabilities.
Intuitive and Actionable Project Cockpit
See and control project status in real time, with easy-to-use, actionable, and customizable dashboards. Easily navigate between different workstreams and drill down to the correction, test, or code-line level with a mouse click.

Intelligent Code Remediation
Reduce project costs and timelines with auto-corrected code, relating to HANA syntax, obsolete functions, cloned programs, S/4HANA data model changes, and more. Corrections are ready to be deployed instantly, directly into your Dev system. Selectively decide which corrections to fix (automatically or manually) while monitoring progress and efficiencies.
SAP System Analysis Reports
Leverage the best SAP and Panaya have to offer with a comprehensive, detailed list of insights:

› Test Catalog Impact
› Impacted Satellite Systems
› System Fitness State
› Component Inventory
› Relevant SAP Notes
› Simplification Items
› Deleted Transaction Codes
› Recommended Fiori Apps

AND MORE!

A Holistic Test Management Platform, Fully Integrated with Worksoft Test Automation
Get real-time visibility and control of all testing activities with Panaya’s end-to-end test management platform, designed specifically for SAP. Panaya is fully integrated with Worksoft’s codeless automation platform. Combining the two enables you to accelerate and optimize all of your SAP testing, while monitoring and managing manual and automated test cycles in one place.

DON’T COMPROMISE ON YOUR CONVERSION
Panaya enables organizations to accelerate application change and continuously deliver innovation with its Change Intelligence Platform.

Panaya provides cloud-based application delivery and testing solutions that ensure collaboration between Business and IT. Enabling enterprise agility with faster release velocity and uncompromising quality, Panaya delivers an optimized user experience with end-to-end visibility of the application lifecycle.

Since 2008, more than 3,000 companies in 62 countries, including a third of the Fortune 500, have been relying on Panaya to deliver quick quality change to enterprise applications.